
 
 

 Barrys-rust.akhawais.co.uk 
https://www.reddit.com/r/YogsRust/new/ 

https://discord.gg/8nPYpzx 
 

Check the Discord regularly in the announcement chat - posts will appear there detailing 
any events and updates. Also check Harry’s twitter post thread for details. 

 
 

 

Western Roleplay Rules 
 Read this before asking questions, make sure to use common sense aswell whilst playing! 

 
 
1.General server Rules 

Don't be a dick - Couldn’t be simpler, you should all know this by now 
 
2. Metagaming 

Using knowledge you gained from an source outside of the game to benefit your actions 
in game. Don’t do it. 
 
3. Killing players 

KOS is allowed at airdrops, heli’s after loot lands, at monuments, during active raids. DO 
NOT kill or loot sleepers for 5 mins after an unannounced server restart.  
 
4. Raiding 

You must always have an RP reason to raid. 
 
 5. ʢ  Ghost Town ʢ    
 

Around a table in a far-off saloon barely visible by the weak flame from a lantern, whispers can be heard 

about forgotten treasures in the old abandoned mining town. Legends go on about a untouched bank-vault, ready 

to be raided by anyone who dares enter. Ghostly figures says to be seen moving around at night. Bandits, who's 

been long forgotten has left their traps active, still waiting for their prey. 

 

Who knows... perhaps the treasures hidden in the town are too grand to be left alone? 
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To report a player violating the rules, send a private inquiry to an admin with evidence 
(screenshots, video, etc.)  of the violation. The admin team may not be able to act on your 
complaint unless you provide sufficient evidence.  

 
Failure to follow RP rules will result in a warning strike against you, if you receive three 

warning strikes you will be banned from the server, the admin will determine the length of the 
ban. 

 

 
Roleplay Rules - Extended 
 
1. General Rules/ Server Etiquette: 

● Don't be a dick. 
● YogsRust admin team give up a lot of their time to make the server enjoyable for all. 

They are not here to be abused or sworn at.  
● We have zero tolerance for racism, homophobia or sexism in both chat and art. Painting 

offensive motifs in art such as swastikas will also result in a ban. Using roleplay as a way 
to bypass this rule is not allowed. 

● Bullying or personal threats to other players will not be tolerated. If you have an issue 
with another player discuss it on discord with an admin, do not generate drama in game 
chat.  

● When choosing a name please do not use something that is offensive or include 
swearing, no links or advertisements. RP names are encouraged. 

● The use of hacks, exploits, duping, or use of items in a way in which their not intended to 
gain advantage is strictly not allowed (this includes building exploits and double walling). 

● All Out Of Character chat in global needs to be marked as OOC by typing it in 
brackets/parentheses. People cluttering global chat with nonsense will be asked to stop, 
and kicked if they don't. Try and keep OOC chat to the server’s discord. 

● No offline raiding of Yogscast members, please do not hassle them or man train them 
when they trying to film on the server. 

 
For more detail on the rules, visit: https://www.reddit.com/r/YogsRust/wiki/rules 

https://www.reddit.com/r/YogsRust/wiki/rules


 
 

 

2. Metagaming: 
Metagaming is not allowed in any form. 

● Metagaming is essentially when you use information that your character was not told in 
the form of RP to your advantage. This includes: 

○ Using a stream to locate someone in game. 
○ Using outside knowledge to locate somebodies base, without previously 

discovering it in RP. 
○ Using a player nametag to know their name without being introduced to them. 

This list does not include everything that is considered metagaming, use common sense. 
 

3. Killing Players: 

You may not Kill on Sight (KOS) outside of the following situations: 
● In the context of your RP 

○ You must have previously communicated (back and forth) through global and/or 
voice chat with your target before initiating any hostile action. 

● In a designated KOS zone such as monument areas. 
○ Transformer boxes and warehouses are counted as monuments but powerlines 

and roads are not. 
○ The boundaries of a monument are determined by the building blocked zone 

around each of them. 
○ If you engage a target within the boundaries of a monument and they flee you 

may pursue them until they return to the safety of their base or if they die. 
● During an active raid 
● When contesting others for an airdrop or heli loot (only when the drop / heli loot lands). 

Once the loot has landed, the proximity of the drop becomes hostile/KOS. If you do not 
wish to partake in KOS, it would be best to move in a direction away from the air drop. 
The person carrying the loot can be KOS’ed until they return home. Once the loot has 
been returned to a home, other players must leave the area as KOS is no longer 
permitted. 

After an unplanned server restart or disconnect we ask that people wait 5 mins before killing or 
looting a sleeping player to give them a chance to get back online. This does not mean you can 
shoot them the second they stand up, give people a chance to get their shit together.  
 
 



 
 

 
 

4. Raiding: 
Raiding means breaking anything in order to access a player's base or loot. Stealing 
another player’s base codes for an easy raid is NOT permitted even if they are obtained 
in character. 

● You may only raid a player if your have a RP reason to raid them.  
● During a raid attackers should not despawn any loot they do not want to take, if you 

don’t want it, leave it. 
● Attackers are permitted to break open locked chests but should make an effort to do 

minimal damage to the building. 
 

5. Ghost Town 

Basic Rules 
This is an unpopulated admin-controlled town created to hold events. The area goes under the 
same rules as any other monument on the map, which means that KOS applies. You are not 
allowed to build inside the Ghost Town, neither are you allowed to place down sleeping bags. 
Ghost Town is going to spawn random loot HIDDEN  In boxes through the town. 
The chests will be filled at random times, so be sure to visit it sometime. 

Main Event - Bank Heist 
The event will be announced before it goes online. 
 
When the bank doors open, the main event is online. This means: 
- A chest of high value loot will spawn somewhere within the bank (the big stone building). 
- The bank building is then open to be raided by everyone, which means you can do anything to 
get the loot. 
- It's like any other loot, you get it, you secure it. Nobody is safe just because they got it first. 
Run to your base. 
 
 And a final note: Try not to destroy the town on purpose. When the main event is live, focus 
your destruction on the bank itself, not the rest of the town. 


